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This book is a must for those with no legal background, but don't want to be intimidated by legal

"jargon." I found it an easy reference guide to common and not so common legal words used every

day. I work in a courtroom, and found the book helpful in understanding the judicial process.

I can't say I'm very impressed with this books but it works for me. I'm not a professional lawyer

whatsoever but it helps to hammer it home when I need a reference regarding the law.

This book is exactly as advertised. I continue to use it to look up legal terms which are easy for me

to otherwise misunderstand. If you're considering getting it, I think you'll be satisfied.

I bought the book because I'm taking a legal secretary course online. The book has the legal word,

definitions, how to pronounce the word, and examples of how to use the word. It's very useful.

There's only one flaw I found to the book, and that is, strangely enough, that a few legal words I



learned from my legal secetary course aren't in the dictionary. The book just needs to add a few

more legal words to it and it would be perfect.

FIVE STARS

This is a great "little" book. I'm a process server, and file alot of documents, speak to alot of people

about documents, and although not being an attorney I can't assist, but it sure is helpful to

understand what people are speaking about, this book helps me understand. The explanations of

the words is a plus. Get it!

Gift for individual for first job in legal field. Book was very helpful

Great tool of reference even if you're not in the legal realm.
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